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Background: Antithrombotic management of patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) requiring per-

cutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is highly variable; limited evidence-based guidelines exist

to influence practice.

Hypothesis: Patient characteristics and availability of novel drugs may have contributed to

practice variability.

Methods: We undertook an international multicenter retrospective registry of AF patients trea-

ted with PCI. The primary measures of interest were antiplatelet and OAC prescriptions at dis-

charge. We compared temporal trends between Prior (2010–2012) and Recent (2013–2015)

cohorts and investigated variables associated with OAC prescription.

Results: We identified 488 cases (140 Prior, 348 Recent). Median CHADS2 and HAS-BLED

scores were 2 (IQR, 1–3) and 2 (IQR, 2–3). Clinical characteristics were similar between cohorts,

with high (85%) prevalence of ACS. More patients in the Recent cohort, compared with Prior,

received OAC (56.9% vs 44.3%; P = 0.01) and NOAC (27.3% vs 3.6%; P < 0.01) at baseline.

Triple therapy at discharge was not different between the cohorts. Clinical presentation with

ACS and consequent use of potent P2Y12 inhibitors were associated with reduced odds of OAC

prescription at discharge (OR: 0.57, P = 0.045 and OR: 0.38, P = 0.023, respectively).

Conclusions: Despite little change over time in clinical characteristics of AF patients undergoing

PCI, significantly more patients received OAC at presentation. However, triple therapy was not

more frequent in the Recent cohort, and ACS presentation was associated with lack of OAC at

discharge. We underscore the need for trial evidence and use of updated guidelines to assist

clinicians in balancing ischemic and bleeding risks.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a prevalent cardiac condition, affecting ~33

million people worldwide. There is a higher burden of disease in

developed countries,1,2 and AF carries a significant cardio-embolic

stroke and mortality risk.2 AF patients frequently present with comor-

bid cardiovascular disease or associated risk factors,3–5 are responsi-

ble for increased healthcare costs, and experience diminished quality

of life.6 Lifelong oral anticoagulation (OAC) with either vitamin K

antagonists (VKA) or non-VKA oral anticoagulants (NOAC) is the

mainstay of therapy, with the goal of reducing the risk of stroke.2,7
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Up to 20% to 30% of AF/atrial flutter (AF/AFL) patients present

with clinically significant coronary artery disease,8 and many will

require percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) with stent implanta-

tion.9 Although PCI patients are typically managed with dual antipla-

telet therapy (DAPT), consisting of combination therapy with aspirin

(acetylsalicylic acid) and a P2Y12-receptor inhibitor,10 antiplatelet

therapy alone has been shown to be inadequate for stroke preven-

tion in AF/AFL.11,12 Yet, combining OAC and DAPT is associated

with increased bleeding.9,13,14 Until recently,2,10,15–17 physicians were

left to balance these risks themselves with little guidance from the lit-

erature, which, anecdotally, has led to important practice variability

that has yet to be formally quantified.

We therefore sought to determine the extent of practice variabil-

ity in a real-world international multicenter cohort of AF/AFL patients

receiving coronary stents, as well as the impact of the introduction of

both NOAC and newer P2Y12 inhibitors on that variability prior to

the recent publication of international guidelines.2,17

2 | METHODS

In TALENT-AF (The internAtionaL stENT – Atrial Fibrillation study)

multicenter registry, we collected unselected AF/AFL patients treated

with PCI and implantation of ≥1 coronary stent at one of 4 interna-

tional academic teaching centers (Canada, 1; Portugal, 1; Italy, 2) from

2010 to 2015. Inclusion criteria were (1) past history of AF/AFL, or

AF/AFL at admission not reversing to sinus rhythm in the first

48 hours; and (2) successful stent implantation. Institutional catheter-

ization laboratory databases were cross-checked with administrative

data confirming the attribution of International Classification of Dis-

eases, Ninth Revision, Clinical Modification (ICD-9-CM) diagnosis codes

427.3 (atrial fibrillation and flutter) and 36.06 or 36.07 (insertion of

coronary artery stent) to ensure complete capture of all relevant

cases. Only patients with additional non-AF/AFL indications for or

with an absolute contraindication to OAC were excluded from the

analysis.

This manuscript complies with the Strengthening the Report-

ing of Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE)

guidelines,18 and the study is registered in the Research Registry

(http://www.researchregistry.com) with the unique identifying

number researchregistry3510.

The primary measures of interest were the rates and type of anti-

platelet and OAC prescriptions at hospital discharge. Clinical out-

comes were not explored in this study.

The principal analysis consisted of an evaluation of temporal

trends in prescription patterns. The study population was divided into

Prior (2010–2012) and Recent (2013–2015) cohorts for comparison,

as 2013 corresponded to the first full calendar year that the novel

antithrombotic agents were available in all 3 countries.

Secondary analyses included both univariate and multivariable

logistic regression using a backward covariate selection algorithm to

explore the impact of baseline patient characteristics, as well as clini-

cal presentation (acute coronary syndrome [ACS] or non-ACS), on dis-

charge treatment choice.

In addition, an exploratory analysis was performed using the clini-

cal information available in the cohort to determine what the rates of

guideline-recommended antithrombotic therapies would be for this

cohort according to the 2016 European Society of Cardiology (ESC)

atrial fibrillation guidelines.2 The CHA2DS2-VASC score was calcu-

lated for each patient in the cohort. Patients with estimated glomeru-

lar filtration rate (eGFR) >30 mL/min with a guideline indication for

OAC were assigned NOAC therapy in accordance with the recom-

mendation to prefer NOAC therapy over VKA, whereas those with a

eGFR <30 mL/min were assigned VKA.2 These projected rates were

then compared with the actual discharge prescribing patterns

observed in the Recent cohort.

FIGURE 1 Baseline and discharge antithrombotic use, stratified by Prior and Recent cohorts. Abbreviations: ASA, acetylsalicylic acid (aspirin);

NOAC, non-VKA oral anticoagulant; OAC, oral anticoagulant; P2Y12i, P2Y12 inhibitor; VKA, vitamin K antagonist
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2.1 | Statistical analysis

Continuous variables were compared by means of unpaired t test and

dichotomous variables with a χ2 test. All statistical analyses were per-

formed using SAS software version 9.4 (SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC).

A 2-tailed P value <0.05 was considered significant for all analyses.

3 | RESULTS

The cohort consisted of a total of 488 patients with AF/AFL across

the 4 clinical sites. Clinical and procedural characteristics of patients

in the Prior (n = 140) and Recent (n = 348) cohorts at the time of PCI

are detailed in Table 1. Overall, the cohorts were quite similar, with

the only differences being a higher prevalence of previous stroke in

the Prior cohort (P = 0.03) and a significant 25% absolute increase in

the use of drug-eluting stents (DES) over time (P < 0.01). There was

no difference in the rate of ACS presentation between the cohorts.

Radial access was used in roughly two-thirds of patients. The rate of

in-hospital mortality was 2% overall.

Antithrombotic therapy prescriptions both prior to PCI and at

discharge in the Prior and Recent cohorts are shown in Table 1 and

Figure. Baseline prescriptions changed significantly over time, with a

significantly increased rate of both P2Y12-inhibitor and OAC use in

the Recent cohort (P < 0.05 for both comparisons). An increase in the

rate of OAC use at baseline was also observed despite a significant

reduction in the rate of VKA use over time (P < 0.05) due to signifi-

cant uptake of NOAC therapy over time (P < 0.01).

Discharge antiplatelet prescriptions patterns showed a significant

increase in the use of ticagrelor in AF/AFL patients over time

(P < 0.01; Figure). Overall, the rate of OAC use at discharge was not

significantly different between the cohorts, but there was a signifi-

cant reduction in the rate of VKA prescription (P < 0.05) and signifi-

cant increase in use of NOAC (P < 0.01) over time, similar to the

observed changes in baseline treatment.

With respect to impact of baseline patient characteristics on

treatment choice, stratification of study population in ACS and non-

ACS patients is presented in Table 2. There was a statistically signifi-

cant higher use of OAC and of NOAC both at baseline and discharge

in non-ACS compared with ACS patients in the unadjusted analysis.

Overall, the strongest independent predictor of NOAC prescription at

discharge remained the use of OAC at baseline (odds ratio [OR]:

2.24, 95% confidence interval [CI]: 1.11–4.52, P = 0.024), whereas

ACS presentation and the use of newer P2Y12 inhibitors (ticagrelor or

prasugrel vs clopidogrel) at discharge were independently associated

with the lack of OAC at discharge (OR: 0.57, 95% CI: 0.33–0.99,

P = 0.045 and OR: 0.38, 95% CI: 0.16–0.88, P = 0.023, respectively).

However, only 8 patients out of 209 discharged on triple therapy

(5%) received a novel P2Y12 inhibitor (8 ticagrelor; 0 prasugrel) in our

cohort. Variables independently associated with OAC prescription at

discharge included baseline OAC (OR: 4.12, 95% CI: 2.74–6.18,

P < 0.01), use of DES (OR: 1.67, 95% CI: 1.11–2.51, P = 0.014), and

CHA2DS2-VASC score (OR: 1.16 for each point, 95% CI: 1.02–1.32,

P = 0.022).

Real-world and ESC-recommended OAC rates are presented in

Table 3. Perfect adoption of ESC 2016 guidelines would mean a 2-

fold increase in the rate of OAC and a 3-fold increase in the rate of

TABLE 1 Clinical and procedural characteristics and antithrombotic

medications, stratified by Prior and Recent cohorts

Total
Cohort,
N = 488

Prior
Cohort,
n = 140

Recent
Cohort,
n = 348 P Value

Mean age, y 73.4 � 9.4 73.1 � 9.3 73.5 � 9.4 0.72

Age > 75 y 225 (46.1) 67 (47.8) 158 (45.4) 0.69

Male sex 336 (68.8) 97 (69.2) 239 (68.7) 0.91

DM 198 (40.5) 51 (36.4) 147 (42.2) 0.26

HTN 362 (74.2) 97 (69.2) 265 (76.1) 0.13

Stroke 50 (10.2) 21 (15.0) 29 (8.3) 0.03

HF 122 (25.0) 31 (22.1) 91 (26.1) 0.42

Bleeding history 28 (5.7) 7 (5.0) 21 (6.0) 0.83

BMI, kg/m2 27.1 � 7.36 26.1 � 8.3 27.4 � 6.9 0.07

eGFR, mL/min 68.4 � 36.2 68.5 � 37.0 68.4 � 36.0 0.98

<30 mL/min 50 (10) 16 (11) 34 (9.8) 0.48

Bleeding scores

CHADS2 2 (1–3) 2 (1–3) 2 (1–3) 0.89

CHA2DS2-VASc 4 (3–5) 4 (3–5) 4 (3–5) 0.76

HAS-BLED 2 (2–3) 2 (2–3) 2 (2–3) 0.77

ACS presentation 414 (84.8) 126 (90.0) 288 (82.7) 0.05

Femoral access 174 (35.6) 54 (38.6) 120 (34.5) 0.24

DES use 285 (58.4) 57 (40.7) 228 (65.5) <0.01

Baseline
medications

ASA 310 (63.5) 98 (70.0) 212 (60.1) 0.12

P2Y12 45 (9.2) 5 (3.6) 40 (11.5) 0.02

Prasugrel/
ticagrelor

8 (1.6) 1 (0.7) 7 (2.0) 0.32

DAPT 38 (7.8) 5 (3.6) 33 (9.5) 0.03

OAC 260 (53.1) 62 (44.3) 198 (56.9) 0.01

VKA 160 (32.8) 57 (40.7) 103 (29.6) 0.02

NOAC 100 (20.1) 5 (3.6) 95 (27.3) <0.01

Dual therapy 142 (29.1) 40 (28.6) 102 (29.3) 0.87

Discharge
medications

Prasugrel/
ticagrelor

41 (8.4) 0 41 (11.8) <0.01

DAPT 479 (98.1) 140 (100) 339 (97.4) 0.06

OAC 215 (44.1) 60 (42.9) 155 (44.5) 0.74

VKA 160 (32.8) 55 (39.3) 105 (30.2) 0.02

NOAC 55 (11.3) 5 (3.6) 50 (14.4) <0.01

Dual therapy 5 (1.0) 0 (0.0) 5 (1.4) 0.15

Triple therapy 209 (42.9) 60 (42.9) 149 (42.9) 0.99

Abbreviations: ACS, acute coronary syndrome; ASA, acetylsalicylic
acid (aspirin); BMI, body mass index; CHADS2, congestive HF, HTN, age ≥
75 y, DM, stroke/TIA/TE; CHA2DS2-VASc, congestive HF, HTN, age ≥
75 y, DM, stroke/TIA, vascular disease, age 65–74 y, sex
category (female); DAPT, dual antiplatelet therapy; DES, drug-eluting
stent; DM, diabetes mellitus; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate;
HAS-BLED, HTN, abnormal renal/liver function, stroke, bleeding, labile
INR, elderly, drugs or alcohol; HF, heart failure; HTN, hypertension; INR,
international normalized ratio; IQR, interquartile range; NOAC, non-VKA
oral anticoagulant; OAC, oral anticoagulant; SD, standard deviation; TE,
thromboembolism; TIA, transient ischemic attack; VKA, vitamin K antago-
nist. Data are presented as n (%), mean � SD, or median (IQR).
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NOAC use over the rates observed in our cohort prior to the publica-

tion of the guidelines. The rate of VKA was projected to plummet to

~10%. All these differences are statistically significant.

4 | DISCUSSION

This multicenter international retrospective registry of AF/AFL

patients receiving coronary stent implantation revealed a number of

important findings. First, the clinical characteristics of patients with

AF/AFL receiving coronary stents have remained largely stable over

time. Second, despite this, baseline clopidogrel use increased signifi-

cantly, as did use of OAC due to significant uptake of NOAC therapy

at baseline. Third, there was also significant uptake of NOAC at dis-

charge at the expense of VKA prescription rates that declined signifi-

cantly over time. Fourth, we identified clinical predictors of OAC

prescription at discharge following PCI. Finally, these changes

occurred despite background increases in the rate of DES use and in

the rate of novel P2Y12-inhibitor prescription.

The reasons for practice variability with regard to antithrombotic

therapy for AF/AFL patients following PCI in the absence of guidance

from professional bodies or definitive trials remain speculative, but

they include a perceived higher individual risk of coronary events due

to stent-, anatomy-, or patient-related factors in certain cases, per-

ceived or real elevated stroke risk (CHA2DS2-VASC score), perceived

bleeding risk, or all three.9 The independent effect of clinical presen-

tation on discharge prescription choice might be evidence of such

influences on clinical decision-making, consistent with the findings

from the Berlin AFibACS Registry, in which only 49.9% of patients

with stent received OAC at discharge,19 as many physicians might

have been uncomfortable both combining OAC with novel P2Y12

inhibitors20–22 or forgoing their benefit in ACS patients. To this point,

it is also noteworthy that prospective trial data regarding the associa-

tion of OAC with newer P2Y12 inhibitors are limited to minority

(~5%) subgroups of PIONEER-AF PCI (An Open-Label, Randomized,

Controlled, Multicenter Study Exploring Two Treatment Strategies of

Rivaroxaban and a Dose-Adjusted Oral Vitamin K Antagonist Treat-

ment Strategy in Subjects With Atrial Fibrillation Who Undergo Per-

cutaneous Coronary Intervention)15 and RE-DUAL PCI (Evaluation of

Dual Therapy With Dabigatran vs Triple Therapy With Warfarin in

Patients With AF That Undergo a PCI With Stenting),16 both of

which were only published after the period of study. Interestingly, in

our ACS cohort, only 5% of patients received ticagrelor-based triple

therapy. In the nationwide Danish cohort of AF patients, the risk of

bleeding was higher with triple therapy than with any other treat-

ment approach.13 This risk may be reflected in the choice of many

physicians not to administer triple therapy to AF/AFL patients with

recent ACS and coronary stents. However, underuse of guideline-

recommended antithrombotic drugs, either OAC or antiplatelet

TABLE 2 Clinical and procedural characteristics and antithrombotic

medications, stratified by ACS and non-ACS presentation

ACS, n = 414 Non-ACS, n = 74 P Value

Mean age, y 73.6 � 9.4 72.0 � 9.0 0.18

Age > 75 y 193 (46.6) 32 (43.2) 0.62

Male sex 280 (67.6) 56 (75.7) 0.22

DM 172 (41.6) 26 (35.1) 0.37

HTN 305 (73.7) 57 (77.0) 0.67

Stroke 44 (10.7) 6 (8.1) 0.68

HF 102 (24.6) 20 (27.0) 0.66

Bleeding history 22 (5.3) 6 (8.1) 0.41

BMI, kg/m2 26.1 � 8.15 27.1 � 7.22 0.62

eGFR, mL/min 67.0 � 34.1 68.7 � 36.6 0.72

<30 mL/min 42 (10.1) 7 (9.5) 0.99

Bleeding scores

CHADS2 2 (1–3) 2 (1–3) 0.89

CHA2DS2-VASc 4 (3–5) 4 (3–5) 0.76

HAS-BLED 2 (2–3) 2 (2–3) 0.77

Femoral access 132 (31.9) 24 (32.4) 0.93

DES use 246 (59.4) 40 (54.1) 0.53

Baseline medications

ASA 264 (63.7) 46 (62.2) 0.38

P2Y12 43 (10.4) 10 (13.7) 0.41

Prasugrel/ticagrelor 7 (1.7) 1 (1.4) 0.84

DAPT 33 (8.0) 5 (6.8) 0.72

OAC 213 (51.5) 48 (64.9) 0.03

VKA 135 (32.6) 25 (33.8) 0.37

NOAC 78 (18.8) 22 (29.7) 0.03

Dual therapy 114 (27.5) 28 (37.8) 0.07

Discharge medications

Prasugrel/ticagrelor 39 (9.4) 2 (2.7) 0.06

DAPT 409 (98.8) 70 (94.6) 0.01

OAC 172 (41.5) 43 (58.1) 0.01

VKA 131 (31.6) 29 (39.2) 0.62

NOAC 41 (9.9) 14 (18.9) 0.02

Dual therapy 3 (0.7) 2 (2.7) 0.12

Triple therapy 169 (40.8) 40 (54.1) 0.03

Abbreviations: ACS, acute coronary syndrome; ASA, acetylsalicylic acid
(aspirin); BMI, body mass index; CHADS2, congestive HF, HTN, age ≥ 75
y, DM, stroke/TIA/TE; CHA2DS2-VASc, congestive HF, HTN, age ≥ 75 y,
DM, stroke/TIA, vascular disease, age 65–74 y, sex category (female);
DAPT, dual antiplatelet therapy; DES, drug-eluting stent; DM, diabetes
mellitus; eGFR, estimated glomerular filtration rate; HAS-BLED, HTN,
abnormal renal/liver function, stroke, bleeding, labile INR, elderly, drugs or
alcohol; HF, heart failure; HTN, hypertension; INR, international normal-
ized ratio; IQR, interquartile range; NOAC, non-VKA oral anticoagulant;
OAC, oral anticoagulant; SD, standard deviation; TE, thromboembolism;
TIA, transient ischemic attack; VKA, vitamin K antagonist. Data are pre-
sented as n (%), mean � SD, or median (IQR).

TABLE 3 Observed and expecteda incidence of OAC prescription at

discharge in the entire cohort

Total cohort
“Observed,”
N = 488

Guidelines
-Recommended
“Expected,” N = 488 P Value

No anticoagulation 228 (46.5) 9 (1.8) <0.01

Anticoagulation 260 (53.5) 479 (97.8)

NOAC 100 (31) 431 (90) <0.01

VKA 160 (69) 48 (10)

Abbreviations: ESC, European Society of Cardiology; NOAC, non-VKA
oral anticoagulant; OAC, oral anticoagulant; VKA, vitamin K antagonist.
Data are presented as n (%).

a Adherence to ESC 2016 guidelines.
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therapy, in such patients is associated with an increased risk of death

and major cardiovascular events.23

As the risk of bleeding with so-called triple therapy after PCI in

patients with AF/AFL remains elevated compared with either DAPT

or OAC alone,13,24 international guidelines have recently sought to

provide guidance on this very subject.2,10,17,25,26 To this point, it is

crucial to ensure adequate early follow-up of this patient population

to comply with the recommended timeline for downgrading triple

therapy. Our exploratory analysis suggests a dramatic treatment gap

between real-world practice immediately prior to the publication of

recent guidelines and expert statements and what recommended

therapy would now be, suggesting the need for follow-up studies to

gauge the rate of uptake of the new recommendations, as well as the

impact of the recent PIONEER AF-PCI15 and RE-DUAL PCI16 studies.

4.1 | Study limitations

Given the retrospective nature of this analysis, a number of limita-

tions must be considered. First, this registry relied on abstracting data

from patients' medical records, raising the possibility of ascertainment

bias. As the temporal nature of AF/AFL (paroxysmal vs permanent)

should not be relevant to the decision as to whether to anticoagulate,

our data lack the granularity to stratify for this consideration. As such,

we cannot rule out that clinicians might nonetheless be influenced by

these factors. Because of imbalances in terms of the number of cases

contributed by each center, we also opted not to compare practice

patterns between institutions. However, clinicians practicing in differ-

ent countries might well be influenced differentially by the different

guidelines available.2,25,26 Furthermore, even though all participating

centers are tertiary academic referral centers, which might explain

the high rate of ACS presentation in our cohort, another possibility is

a lack of robustness in the operationalization of our ACS definition,

particularly for patients without myocardial infarction. Finally, for sim-

ilar reasons, many of the patients treated with PCI at the participating

centers are not followed clinically in those centers, limiting our ability

to comment on clinical outcomes beyond the index hospitalization.

5 | CONCLUSION

Despite little change over time in the clinical characteristics of

AF/AFL patients receiving coronary stents and a concomitant

increase in the use of both DES and novel P2Y12 inhibitors over the

same period, patients are increasingly treated with NOAC both at

presentation and discharge. However, this observed increase is dwar-

fed by the change in clinical practice that would be necessary to com-

ply with the most recent ESC guideline recommendations, suggesting

the need for follow-up quality-of-care surveillance.
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